
Wreck these Writing Prompts is brought to you
by Metropolitan Library System's Annual LitFest!

Wreck
these

Writing 
Prompts

Litfest is taking place virtually, throughout August.
Writers of all ages, skill levels, mediums, and genres
are welcome. Enjoy the opportunity to learn from

industry professionals on a variety of topics, including:

Writing workshops
Author talks
Pitch and Publishing Sessions

For more information about LitFest, please visit our
website at www.metrolibrary.org/litfest

OR call us at 405-231-8650.

http://www.metrolibrary.org/litfest
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Write the FIRST line from your favorite book - 
make it take up the whole page!

Write your author bio.



37 2

Write the LAST line from your favorite book - 
make it take up the whole page!

Draw a self-portrait.
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Write a goodbye letter to anyone or anything.Write about a GOOD DREAM you've had.



Now, write about a NIGHTMARE.Create a drawing that uses these shapes.

35 4
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Write out your favorite recipe. Include a few illustrations!List your top five weaknesses.
Create a character with those weaknesses who is NOTHING like you.
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List your top five strengths.
Create a character with those strengths who is NOTHING like you.

Tear this page out and make a paper airplane!
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Listen to your favorite music, close your eyes, and draw. Cover this page in scribbles!
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...now tear this page up! Keep drawing, but maybe open your eyes now?



9 30

Write out your greatest worries and fears...Write a haiku about a friend.



29 10

Make a collage on this page! Write an acrostic poem in which each line starts with a letter that 
spells out your first name.



11 28

Fill this page with stickers you haven't found a place for yet! Redesign a book cover here.



27 12

Test pens, pencils, markers, and other writing implements here!

Cut here to free your letter



13 26

Write a story through the eyes of your bedroom.
(Just imagine everything it has seen over the years!)
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25 14

Set a timer for 10 minutes. Draw on this page for the WHOLE TIME. Hole punch this page!



15 24

So much free confetti! Share a few thoughts.



23 16

Write your name in bubble letters and fill the space around it with doodles.



17 22

Write a letter to 10 year old you. Create a comic strip about your day.



21 18

You're an alien that just landed on Earth.
What do you think of this planet? Of humans?

Now write a letter to future-you.



19 20

Tape stuff all over this page! Color this entire page!


	Text2: **PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS**Open file in Adobe ReaderClick printSelect "shrink oversized pages"Select "print on both sides of paper" and "flip on short edge"Print itIf you have a booklet stapler, staple the mid-line and fold. If you have a standard stapler,  fold at the mid-line and staple the outside.


